
*Full documentation can be found on https://uit.stanford.edu/service-management/processes 

Request Fulfillment 
 

Definition 

Request Fulfi l lment is the process to manage all  types of requests made by end users. Requests may include such things as: 
answering questions, arranging for equipment relocation and supplies, or they may be specific to delivering  

predefined IT provided technology services and capabilities. 

 

Roles and Responsibilities  

Role Responsibilities  

Requested By (Opened By) Provide detailed request information. Person making the request. 

Requested For (Recipient) Responsible for participating in the fulfi l lment and verification tasks as necessary. Person for whom the 

service is intended. 

Service Desk Responsible for creating service requests (unless created directly by a requester through a portal), 
monitoring the progress of service requests, determining recipient satisfaction, and closing service 
requests. 

Approver Responsible for reviewing request and approving or rejecting it. Number and type of approvals 
required will  depend on the type of request. 

Request Coordinator Accountable for all  requests and request tasks assigned to their group and routing to appropriate 
individuals for attention. “Point person" for service request issues in their area. May also be referred to 
as the Queue Manager. 

Assigned To (Assignee) Execute a specific task to fulfi l l  the service request. Accountable for ensuring that their task is 

completed, either by performing it themselves, or by delegating it appropriately. 

Service Desk Manager Responsible for providing information for the completion and/or follow up with CRM for NODOSR (Non 

Designated Operational Requests) requests. 

Customer Relationship 

Manager (CRM) 

Maintain relationship with a particular customer. Handle any service requests from his or her customer 

that Service Desk cannot execute directly. NODOSRs (Non Designated Operational Requests). 

Request Fulfi l lment  Process 

Manager 

Day-to-day execution of the process. Operational acceptance point for new and revised DOSRs 

(Designated Operational Service Requests). 

Request Fulfi l lment Process 

Owner 

Establishes and ensures consistent execution of the process. Receives input and incorporates process 

improvements. Provides executive process metrics and reconciles process issues. Charters projects to 
create new DOSRs (Designated Operational Service Requests). A Seni or Leader. 

 

High-Level Process Diagram  

 
 


